
Protection Monitoring in Kunduz- Analysis Dashboard, Nov and Dec 2020
Analysis of Key informant interviews in Nov and Dec

IDP Population Figures - Aug Coverage – November and December

NRC conducted 227 household level protection monitoring in targeted IDP sites in Kunduz

province during November and December 2020. 45% of the respondents were women

whereas 55% were men. Of the interviewed IDPs, 78% indicated facing with no HLP issues

whereas 22% reported having HLP problems. In regard to IDPs’ intention to return,

integration and moving onward, majority of the IDPs mentioned willing to move onward

whereas minority showed interest to integrate. According to the respondents, security

concerns, economic hardship and lack of humanitarian assistance were the main reasons

encouraging them to move onward.

HLP Issues and Intention to Return

On average 24% of the respondents reported having no access to civil 

documentation. Of the IDPs with having no access to the civil documentation, 

almost all reported they never obtained either any kind of civil documentation 

(98%). Of the IDPs with lacking civil documentation, 68% reported lacking paper 

Tazkera whereas 64% mentioned lacking E-Tazkera. Followed by Passport 

(57%), Marriage certificate (19%), Birth certificate (17%) and death certificate 

(13%).
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In regard to the composition of the heads of households, data suggests 69% of the

respondents are male headed house hold whereas only 5% are female headed household.

Followed by elderly persons headed household (13%), persons with disability (9%) and child

headed household (4%).
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Of the respondents with having no civil documentation, majority of them 

mentioned they were unable to access basic services (92%). Followed by unable 

to access the emergency assistance (11%) and unable to move freely (4%).
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Protection Concerns

1. Advocate with govt and INGos for income generation projects for IDP families to 

negative coping mechanism

2. Provide assistance for the people with specific needs

3. Provide more information to IDPs regarding the access to Tazkera

4. Information sessions for IDPs regarding access to services

RECOMMENDATIONS

Child Protection Concerns & copping mechanisms

According to the data, majority of the respondents relied on borrowing money and 

engaging to hazardous works to cope with their livelihood situation. Followed by other 

coping mechanisms including selling assets, child labour, child marriage, remittances from 

outside of Afghanistan and recruitment by armed group. Data also shows female headed 

housholds are mostly relying on borrowing money and selling assets to address their 

livelihood needs.

On average majority of the respondents (84%) reported they felt safe in their 

communities whereas minority reported they did not feel safe (12%). Also 4% chose 

not to answer. Of the IDPs reported not feeling safe, 82% mentioned the threat of 

theft as the main security concerns in their communities whereas 37% mentioned the 

extortion remained the main safety issues they faced in their communities. Followed 

by armed conflict (28%), forced recruitment (24%), crime (14%), debt related 

harassment (10%), Abductions (7%) and community violence (7%).

Safety & Security

Dispute Resolution mechanisms

Data suggests majority of the IDPs chose to solve their issues through Shura

council and elders in their communities. Followed by police, family and relatives, 

CDCs, Mullahs, law courts and religious leaders. 

For more information on Protection in NRC Afghanistan: Sohaila Danishju at sohaila.danishju@nrc.no Or Camp Management in NRC Afghanistan: Noorina Anis at noorina.anis@nrc.no
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